GLOSSARY

1. *Lungi* = About two meter cotton cloth wrapped around the waist

2. *Dheullo* = Small bag containing betel nut, betel leaves and tobacco

3. *Kalu Sanchi* = Small bag containing betel nut, betel leaves and tobacco

4. *Seere* = Five to Six meter cloth which is wrapped around the waist

5. *Karimani Sara* = Necklace made out of black beads

6. *Nattu* = A golden ornament of the nose

7. *Kula* = Clan

8. *Thali* = Two small golden cups at the centre of black bead necklace

9. *Shobana* = First night after marriage

10. *Kubsa* = Ceremony performed to declare she is pregnant

11. *Meera Pudi* = It is a mixture of pepper powder and ghee

12. *Homa* = Spiritual fire pot